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 A.1. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow. 

 

We must take proper care of our hair. Healthy hair looks beautiful and makes us feel good. It is important to keep 

our hair clean by washing it regularly with soap or shampoo. This removes dirt and dust and prevents scalp 

infections. To have healthy hair, we must eat a balanced diet, which provides nourishment to our hair and skin . We 

should eat green , leafy vegetables, fresh fruits and cereals. Consumption of amla juice, ash gourd juice, pumpkin 

and coconut water enhances hair growth. Vitamin B6 found in cereals and egg yolk, helps to prevent dandruff. 

Vitamin B12 helps to prevent hair loss and can be found in fish , eggs, chicken and milk. We should avoid the intake 

of maida (fine flour) and deep-fried dishes, sweets made of sugar, soft drinks, tea and coffee. If we follow healthy 

rule of yoga and breathing exercises, we can enjoy healthy hair for a long time as it slows down the process of 

graying and ageing. 

I. Complete the following sentences.           [4] 

a) It is important to keep our hair clean because 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

b) A balanced diet provides 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

c) Fish, ________, chicken and ________ are a rich source of ______________________________ 

d) Yoga and breathing exercises keep our hair healthy for long by 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

II. Write True or False for the following statements:        [2] 

a) Hair can be cleaned by washing it with shampoo only.  _____________   

b) Vitamin B6 prevents hair loss.  _________ 

c) Green leafy vegetables, fruits and cereals give nourishment to our hair and skin. _______ 

d) A person losing hair should take more of Vitamin B12.  _________ 

III. Find words from the passage which mean the following.       [2] 

a) Food to make a person healthy  (line  3) _____________________ 

b) improves   (line 5) _________________ 
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A.2. Read this passage about how acid rain is formed and the serious damage caused by it.  

The air that we breathe today is more polluted than it was before. More factories, more vehicles, greater use of 

aerosols and sprays, increasing number of refrigerators and air conditioners that release CFC gases , have all 

contributed towards pollution. When certain chemicals from the smoke and fumes rise up into the air, they mix with 

the water vapour in the clouds, and make it acidic. When rain or snow falls from such polluted clouds, it is also 

acidic in nature. This acidic rain falls on the leaves of trees, on the fertile soil and also runs into lakes and rivers. The 

effects of this rain are disastrous. Trees slowly lose their leaves and die. Fertile soil turns acidic and damages the 

plants and crops. The fish and animals living in lakes and seas are killed. Even our drinking water can be affected. 

Many forests all over the world have suffered severe damage on account of acid rain. Before it is too late we must 

try and put a stop to the millions of vehicles and chimneys pouring harmful fumes into the air. 

a) What are the factors contributing to air pollution?         [1] 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

b) How is acid rain formed?            [1] 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

b) How does acid rain cause damage to crops?          [1] 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________ 

c) How is animal life affected by acid rain?          [1] 

____________________________________________________________________________________________     

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

II. Write T for true and F for false statements:          [2] 

a) Air conditioners and refrigerators release CFC gases. 

b) Acid rain is harmless. 

c) All rain falling on polluted cities is acidic. 

d) When acid rain falls on trees, they lose their leaves and die. 

III. Give one word for the following from the above passage:       [2] 

a) Water in the form of steam (line 4)_______________  

b) Causing great damage  (line 6)__________________ 
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B.1. Underline the correct adverbs given in the brackets to complete these sentences.              [5] 

a) Jaya is sitting (  behind  /  over  ) Atul. 

b) Mummy (  ever  /  always  ) bakes a cake on my birthday. 

c) Zoha (  rudely  /  quickly  ) finished her homework so that she could read her storybook. 

d) Diya (  twice   /  usually   ) plays soccer on Thursdays. 

e) I’ll do my work  _______. (    careful  /  carefully  ) 

B.2 Rearrange the following words to make meaningful sentences:                                      [3] 

a)  lion/ beast/ the / prey/ is / of / the/called 

___________________________________________ 

b) two/minutes/after/turn off/stove/the/please    

___________________________________________________________ 

c) children / chocolates / fond of/are. 

_________________________________________________________ 

B.3.Punctuate the following sentences correctly and rewrite in the blanks:               [1]                     

a) the teacher said, “ Don’t do it.” _______________________________________________________ 

b) dr. verma was reading a book named ‘bed Time Stories.’

 ___________________________________________________________ 

SECTION   B (GRAMMAR) 


